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Book Of A Lifetime
Maurice Miller

I am the sky.
I am a sea animal.
I am a star
that shines bright
in the sky.

I Am Jeremiah Shelton
Jeremiah Shelton

I am a bird that flies through the air.
You are ice cream that never melts.

I am leaves that fall to the ground.
You are a kite that is being pulled
by the wind into a tree.

I am the snow that melts in the summer.
You are a pencil inside my mind.
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When I Was 
A Baby
Karee Billingsley

I remember 
when I was a baby
I saw people dribbling 
a basketball on TV.

I heard people cheering.
I was watching 
from my bouncer
and it felt good.

My Uncle
Imani Edwards

I remember my uncle had fun
before he died.
We went to the beach.
The sky was blue.
The water was warm.

My Grandma’s 
House
Nevaeh White

I remember I saw
my dead Grandma
in the house cleaning.

She was washing
the dishes and
washing the floor. 

Our Birthday 
Antonio Allen

I remember when 
my cousin Sincere and me
had our birthday. 

We had our bikes.
It was fun and cool.
Our cake was even outside. 
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Shapeshifter
Marlando Gilmore

The grumpy spoon
is heavy 
as a baseball bat.

It is a shapeshifter.

The Spider
Dorian Ware

Spider climbs
down from the ceiling

It can bite
you

can bite your
chin

cheeks and feet
elbows

slap   slap 
slap 

The Spider 
That Came 
Out Of Dirt
Marcellis Foster

The black and brown spider 
was eating big crickets.

The spider was underground.
It came back up.

It was raining.
There was a frog on top of the dirt
by the water.
The spider bit the frog.

The frog was poisoned
and died.  

The Gold Headphones
Jaheim Jackson

With a head full of gold 
he can listen to any song he wants.
He is an artist. He can draw
everybody. If he draws, 
it will come to life. 
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The Pink And 
White Park
Skye Allen

so much depends
upon

a pink and white
park

shining with bright
sun

right beside the white
flower

while kids play and
have fun

at the pink and white
park

The Apple
Analiyah Torres 

so much depends
upon 

an apple that
shines

an apple that 
crunches

an apple for
hunger

an apple to
eat

on the kitchen
counter

The Red 
Lamborghini
Gabriel Robinson

so much depends 
upon

a red Lambor-
ghini

with gold seats
and lights

owned by a
rich guy

The Bright 
Flower
April Cochran

so much depends 
upon

a bright pink
flower

sparkling in the 
sun

inside the small
garden
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I Am Many 
Things
Kobe Betts

Yesterday 
my name was
Kobe the Dog.

Today my name is 
Flying Blue Dragon.

Sometimes I am
Bat That Likes 
Eating Apples.

Strangers think I’m
Cool And Happy.

I’ll Tell You
Jewell Cook

Yesterday my name was
Diamond.

People don’t know I’m 
Silent Calm Music.

My real name is a secret,
but I’ll tell you—
Back Flip Superstar.

Tomorrow I’ll be
Gymnastics Angel.

Who I Am
Josiah Lane

Yesterday my name was
Puppy That Likes To
Lick People’s Faces.

Today my name is 
Tik Tok The Diamond.

Sometimes I am
Elephant That Flies
With His Ears.


